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EXCITING NEWS FOR
LEG SPIN BOWLERS
Starting 1st July as part of Future Stars Premier Academy Stuart
MacGill will be providing his elite knowledge and expertise to all
players wishing to take their game to another level.
This is a must of any aspiring player as Stuart will be providing his
unique insight into the hardest art in the game throughout our 8 week
Premier Academy this winter at our Metro Hubs Northern Bundoora
and South Eastern Mordy HQ.
Stay tuned for more details. Please book your place now as spots will
be limited. Register by emailing david@futurestars.com.au

WISDEN
WINNER
In April Future Stars athlete AJ
Woodland was announced as the
Wisden Schools Cricketer of the
Year. The St Edward’s 1st X1
captain had a record-breaking
2016 season. Congratulations to AJ
on his wonderful achievement.

Turn to P5 to read more

JOIN
TODAY!
Join the FS High
Purpose Academy
and take this
opportunity to DEVELOP
your game, ENHANCE your
skills and PERFORM at the highest level. Under the watchful eyes of
some of the best cricket coaches in cricket today.

Turn to P11 to read more

Turn to P14 to read more

Setting the
Standard

Future Stars can now supply your club with a
full range of teamwear and the most widely
used helmet in professional cricket.

See the full range of teamwear and helmets at www.masuri.com

More information on P7
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Inside this edition
Welcome to the very first
edition of Future Stars new
magazine “All in DA
Family”! As you flick
through this magazine, you
will soon discover what we
are all about, what we can
provide and see we are just
one big happy cricketing
family and share the love
for cricket.

VVS Laxman and DA

Firstly we will introduce ourselves and our core cricket
values. We also introduce our services, coaches and
our business partners that we have been assembling
over the last 5 years to create more than just a
coaching resource.
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In future editions will feature articles and offer
exclusive specials and educational and training tools
to our family members.

Payntr - Cricket Shoes
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Da Gears Cricket Bag
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Compiling this magazine has been no easy task, we
have been gathering and preparing all our marketing
material for a long time and spent many hours
creating content, designing graphics and building an
image library.

Diligence Book Keeping | Edward Faingold Art
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FS Service | All One Big Happy Family
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Future Stars Family Umbrella
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We also welcome reader feedback and contributions to
the magazine. If there is a cricket experience you
would like to share with us. Please drop me a line!

Testimonials
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Those of you how don't know us will quickly learn that
Future Stars offers outstanding opportunities that are
usually reserved for elite level athletes. We have
developed relationships with some of the worlds best
coaches, international academies and schools to give
all Future Stars family members the chance to play in
some amazing fixtures locally, interstate and
overseas.

All IN DA FAMILY is a Future Stars Publication. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced,
distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying, recording, or other electronic or
mechanical methods, without the prior written permission of the publisher, except in the case of brief quotations
embodied in critical reviews and certain other noncommercial uses permitted by copyright law. For permission
requests, email to the publisher, addressed “Attention: Permission” to info@futurestars.com.au

David Alleyne
Director Future Stars
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Introducing Future Stars
From the playground to the test ground and world arenas
is a dream many have but few experience
The love of the game is the essence of what enables all players to live out their dreams in the backyard,
playground, village green, pathway cricket, premier leagues, T20, first class and test match environments.
Sharing the love of the game and pursuing a cricket career was my dream and I am proud with my
achievements from a playing perspective and had a great deal of fun along the way.
During my career I was fortunate to be surrounded by and supported by fellow lovers of the game from various,
faiths, genders and economic backgrounds and certainly feel these people and their emotional connection to the
game and life was significant in helping shape my personal views of the best game in the world.
When I reflected on what environments would best suit providing opportunity for all to experience fun,
education, life experiences, emotional connections and sharing in a common goal or achievement lead me to
create and develop Future Stars Cricket Pty Ltd.
Cricket is a fractured economy, television deals worth millions, local clubs not having the resources to support
their communities, high performance environments to fast track the selected, no environments for those not
chosen, cost of playing the game is very high, the product on televison is not what the public get to experience
for themselves.
To address this balance Future Stars set about developing relationships with major international brands to
support our vision, which is to provide grassroots cricket with the opportunity to have access to professional
coaching services, resources, fixtures, education and networking opportunities usually associated with
professional organisations.
With support of international business we quickly gained support from local businesses and institutions who
wish to support our vision in helping provide opportunities for all under The Future Stars Umbrella.
Future Stars supports grassroots and professional organisations by providing the resources and financial
capabilities for everyone to experience opportunities for development and growth.
So whether you are facing your first ball in the playground, crossing the boundary into senior cricket or wishing
to pursue your dreams of higher honours Future Stars is here to encourage, empower, nurture and help all
become the best they can be.
Love Cricket!

David Alleyne
Director Future Stars

dafuturestars.com
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Enhancing Opportunities
It is common knowledge that not everyone gets equal opportunity or the
support they may need. This is down to various factors however the most
common theme shown across the cricketing community and in our
communities globally are a lack of:

Resources
Experienced qualified professionals
Services to help people with the day to day struggles
Willingness to collaborate for the greater good
Fear / arrogance
Not wanting or willing to explore possibility for change or

If we wish for our
children, adults and
families to thrive then
surely we should be
providing them every
opportunity to do so?

other ways of doing things...

How do Future Stars aim to be the catalyst for change in grassroots environments

Provide access to the best available resources
Enable all to have the opportunity to engage and benefit from international
business and experienced dedicated and committed professionals

Establish Future Stars Hubs in metro / regional interstate
and internationally
Providing greater opportunity for all to engage with respected and
proven leaders in the community

Provide opportunities for all to engage with professional
services through your sporting organization
For it to become standard practice for dedicated community services to be
available through your local sporting clubs

Support sporting clubs financially
Which allows clubs to provide better resources

Best practice over
professionalism
wins every time
and is achievable
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The Future Stars is unlike any other coaching organisation, we go
about things a little differently. Our aim is create an unique
experience for all our athletes where they can develop and build a
unique bond to our coaches . We welcome and encourage their
siblings and parents to participant in the journey.

dafuturestars.com
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EXCITING NEWS FOR
LEG SPIN BOWLERS
Famous for his gargantuan legbreak and majestic wrong'un,
Stuart MacGill had the best strike-rate of any modern spin
bowler. Now you can experience and be taught one of the best in
the business!
Starting 1st July as part of Future Stars Premier Academy Stuart
MacGill will be providing his elite knowledge and expertise to all
players wishing to take their game to another level.
This is a must for any aspiring player as Stuart will be providing
his unique insight into the hardest art in the game throughout
our 8 week premier academy, workshop, coaching clinics and
seminars.
Stay tuned, further details will be posted on our website and
social media sites. Express your interest by emailing
david@futurestars.com.au

THE NEED FOR SPEED AND POWER HITTING
We are very privileged to have Steffan Jones and Julian Wood (Joe Roots Power Hitting Coach) as a
members of the Future Stars coaching team. Highly regarded as experts in their craft, they will
provide professional and specialist coaching to take your game to the next level.

Steffan Jones Fast Bowling

Julian Wood Power Hitting

Fast bowlers are the rare commodity that
every team wishes to have. With the
help/guidance and support of a fast
bowling expert who's dedication and
knowledge is hard to surpasss, you can
become the fast bowler batters fear and
captains and teammates cherish.

A unique batting coach who focuses on
enabling players to consistently hit the
ball with power. His knowledge and
expertise in this unique skill set are
sought after by many international
teams including: Australia, England
and Pakistan.

Big Steff puts the specifics of fast bowling
conditioning ,technical awareness and
development of the art into perspective.

Having the ability to improve your
game with a cricketing pioneer is
something we are proud to facilitate.

dafuturestars.com
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Fully Customised Teamwear
Future Stars is proud to launch Masuri
Teamwear! As an official Masuri provider
we can supply a full range quality, custom
teamwear for sports clubs of all levels,
from grassroots right through to
professional. Our customers benefit from
exceptional quality, unrivaled service which
includes short lead times, consistent
design delivery season on season.

Premium
Quality Playing
& Training
Apparel

We work with Masuri to help supply associations,
clubs, schools, universities and professional teams
with their cricket and training kit.

Future Stars

If you need to order any replacement items or an
entire kit for a new member, we can guarantee that
these pieces will be identical to your existing kit.
Masuri’s unique model allows us to ensure design
and colour consistency and short turnaround times.

Official Provider

Fully Customised Helmets
As an official supplier not only can we supply Masuri Helmets, we can also fully customised them as well
with your club logo and club colours. Masuri helmets boast innovative designs which have been subject to
stringent testing, meaning cricketers can be assured their helmet is of the highest quality, keeping them as
safe and comfortable as possible.

The StemGuard
The clip-on attachment which provides additional protection for the vulnerable
area at the back of the head and neck without restricting movement.

StemGuard Colours
Navy

It comes with three sizes of interchangeable centre strap so that the size
of the guard can be adjusted accordingly ensuring a comfortable fit.

Maroon
Green
Black
Yellow

Contact David on 0416 411 998 for more information

masuri.com

dafuturestars.com
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BAS CRICKET
CRICKET

SUPPLIER!

A pioneer since the
initiation, Beat All Sports
produces world’s best
handcrafted Cricket Bats
and Cricket Equipment
with the brand name BAS
Vampire under the
supervision as per choice
of National and
International Cricketers

We are delighted to offer the Future Stars family BAS products. BAS has
served cricket for 85 years, across India, Australia, New Zealand, USA, West
Indies, Sri Lanka and South Africa.
Some of the greats use BAS equipment, players include Sachin Tendulkar, MS
Dhoni, Virat Kohli and currently players using BAS include Hashim Amla,
Darren Sammy and Paul Collinwood.
Get in touch and let’s talk about the stunning BAS Cricket and Vampire range,
which incorporate revolutionary technology incorporating years of master
craftsmanship.
The BAS Cricket Bat has been used by Hashim Amla for over a decade, it has
played a part with Amla constantly remaining in the world top 5 batsmen at
both Test and ODI cricket.

BAS also manufacturer Sports Balls, Sports Bags and Teamwear.

HAVE YOU GOT THE BALLS?
Future Stars can now supply your club with a range of BAS Cricket Balls, such as a
Premium Select Grade A English alum tanned leather cricket balls, with a cortex centre
with a moulded shell to retain its shape for 80 overs! 84 stitches using the finest linen
traditional greased finish to retain sine, keep moisture off the leather We offer both
hand stitched and machine stitched options Suitable for International and 1st class
cricket
Colours: Red, White and Pink | Size: 5 1/2oz men & 5oz women
For more information phone David on 0416 411 998

P8
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TEST YOUR GAME
AGAINST THE BEST
Our global cricket network is used to provide exciting
opportunities in both the Northern and Southern
Hemisphere. If you are serious about your cricket, then we
are serious to provide these opportunities to you.
From weekly one 2 one specialist skills / strength
conditioning sessions to fixtures against academies
,counties, states, franchises and representative teams, you
will be supported and encouraged every step of the way.
With access to innovative and internationally recognised
level III and IV CA / ECB coaches, first class training,
playing facilities and unique fixtures your time with Future
Stars will be full of purpose.
Our High Purpose cricket experience for domestic,
international and interstate players runs during both the
Northern and Southern Hemisphere cricket seasons and
allows you to play and train In first class facilities.
Future Stars High Purpose Cricket Academy members had
the privilege to travel, train and play in first class
environments during our T20 Tour of Tasmania and play
against the Hobart Hurricanes.

We also travelled to Adelaide for fixtures against the Darren
Lehman Cricket Academy. Our coaching and playing group
had an amazing time and got the rare opportunity to meet
Australia’s cricket coach, who passed on invaluable
knowledge and we were privileged to work with Western
Australia’s ,Perth Scorchers prior to their BBL campaign
2016/17 with a power hitting session and for a series of
training sessions with Justin Langer.
These are just a few highlights of experiences available to
our members, more great cricket adventures are available
on our website.

dafuturestars.com
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Powernet Distributor
Future Stars is proud to launch PowerNet®.
As an official supplier we can provide these
high quality nets for sports clubs of all levels,
from grassroots right through to professional.

Cricket Training Target Zone Net Package
Includes a weighted contact ball and target zone
Cricket Training Net with bow frame by PowerNet® offers coaches and athletes a
convenient and affordable way to make the most out of the practice sessions. Practice
anywhere with the perfect cricket net. A durable and portable net with a 2.1 by 2.1 feet
hitting area is perfect for outfield throwing, bowling and as a barrier for batting. The Flex
design allows the slight bend of the poles to allow for flex and the result is a sturdy
structural net that will resist all levels of bowling, throwing, and hitting stress.
Package Price

$239

Available in
the UK and NZ

Cricket Multi Purpose Training Net
Extra large hitting area for all types of practice
PowerNet's Cricket Multi Purpose Training Net has been designed with a
huge 10 feet wide by 7 feet tall hitting area to handle all types of cricket
bowling, batting and fielding practice. We have made this product durable.
The netting is uniquely designed to allow the ball to return to your feet.
Setup and take down takes just 2 minutes. This system is also perfect for
multi-sport uses like baseball, soccer, lacrosse, and football and baseball.
Multi Purpose Net

$269

Contact David on
0416 411 998 for
more information

6 x Weighted Contact Balls $59

All prices shown include GST

For more information phone David on 0416 411 998

P10
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AJ WOODLAND
WISDEN SCHOOLS
CRICKETER 2016
Future Stars is honoured to feature AJ Woodland the St
Edward’s 1st X1 cricket captain after his record-breaking
2016 season and winner of the Wisden Schools Cricketer of
the Year.
AJ, who played for the 1st XI for four years, captained the
side in his final year, and the team went on to record 15
wins in all formats in what was a heavily weather restricted
season. AJ broke the School batting record, scoring 1,207
runs in the season, taking his career tally to 2,734,
alongside his 76 career wickets.
He also broke the School’s record for the number of
centuries in a season with five, and scored the first double
century in the School’s history against Abingdon, hitting 204
not out. During that match, his opening partnership with
current Fifth Former Ben Charlesworth of 310 was another
school record.
AJ and his team also went on to retain the John Harvey Cup
– a league competition against Radley, Marlborough,
Cheltenham, Bradfield, and Winchester – for the fourth year
in succession.
Richard Howitt, Master in Charge of Cricket says, ‘AJ was a
joy to coach in every way. A dedicated player with a cool
head and an exceptional cricketing knowledge, he turned
matches – and heads – with his batting, bowling, and
fielding.’
AJ, who has drawn comparison in the past to former
England Test captain Alistair Cook, is an exceptional lefthanded opener, whose concentration and ability to construct
an innings has drawn many plaudits. He averaged 85 runs
per innings in 2016 and, by winning the Wisden Schools
Cricketer of the Year, joins illustrious company with the likes
of Jos Butler and Jonny Bairstow, among others.

Top AJ Woodland with Sir David Gower
Bottom: Ben Duckett (left) and Toby Roland Jones congratulate AJ

Congratulations to AJ on his wonderful achievements!

dafuturestars.com
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HIT DEVELOPMENT
OUT OF THE GROUND!
CrackerCricket is a game changing service taking coaching and
development to a whole new level.
The service includes a Library, Member Network, Locker, Skills Profiling.
Focus development, access excellent resources, collaborate with like
minded people, share resources to learn more – Faster!
With CrackerCricket, cricket enthusiasts have the opportunity of using a
professional high performance tool to collaborate and share with
coaches and teammates in a private and secure online environment
dedicated to cricket knowledge and skill development.
Platform services include:
Performance Profile: CrackerCricket has worked with multiple
cricketing coaches to create player profiles. These profiles allow players
to self assess their skills to power development through self evaluation.
After completing their profile assessment, players can receive 360
degree review from their coach to achieve an accurate picture of what
they need to work on to accelerate progression.
CrackerCricket Library: The CrackerCricket library is a gateway to
hundreds of high quality resources targeting player development. The
library is getting stronger every day. The library combines all forms of
content including video, audio and text resources to enhance the cricket
lover’s development.
Digital Locker: The digital locker application allows club members to
curate their own content no matter what form (video, audio, text, web
page links) into a private ‘locker’ for their own consumption and to
share with connected coaches, teammates and mentors.

You can obtain the look of a
professional outfit! Artwork that spans
across logo design, adverts, marketing
communications and general printing
needs. Cost effective solutions with
small businesses in mind. Create a
new look to help attract attention new
clients and more business!

P12

Logo design
Branding
Adverts
Newsletters
Banners
Printing
Teamwear

Network: CrackerCricket enables collaboration of club members through
an application to connect and share.
Connecting and Privacy/Security: The use of technology always raises
questions about security and privacy. Safeguarding communities is a
top priority of the Cracker team. Cracker uses strong SSL certificate
encryptions to ensure communities are both private and secure. On top
of the encryptions, community member’s accounts are securely
authenticated through a two step verification feature. Extra measures
are in place for people under the age of 14. To learn more, request a
copy of our Privacy & Security guide for Clubs, Coaches, Parents and
Players.
This exciting new Cricket development tool is available immediately
for a free trial.
Enquire now and get set to take your game to a whole new level.

0412 874 991 | jjacotine@optusnet.com.au | jjacotine.com.au

dafuturestars.com
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Official Adidas and Mi Team Supplier

CRICKET 2017-18
When Future Stars first begun
we were proudly powered by
adidas. Since 2013 we have
been an adidas brand
ambassador and all our athletes
were kitted out with adidas
apparel and equipmenT.
The leader in innovation,
adidas’s emphasis is on
providing cricketers with
equipment that assists them in
reaching their full potential.
Through constant development
and refinement the adidas
cricket range showcases the
latest in performance. Now this
technology is available for all
cricketers.
Contact us today for all your
cricket equipment needs,
footwear, bats, pads, gloves,
keeping and accessories.

Contact David on 0416 411 998 for more information

dafuturestars.com
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JOIN THE FUTURE STARS FAMILY TODAY!
Our holistic High Purpose Academy provides
significant opportunities for individuals to reflect on
their attributes, processes, decision making, physical
and mental conditioning and skills performance in
non pressurised environments.
Future Stars High Purpose Academy runs 12 months
of the year providing outstanding development
opportunities for male/female players in both the
Northern and Southern hemisphere summers.
Our High Purpose Cricket Academy life style
offers an elite opportunity to experience:

1

Competitive fixtures domestically / overseas in
environments that support individuals
aspirations against County / Franchise /
International / State teams in both Northern /
Southern hemisphere

2

Support daily by accredited ECB/CA level 3/4
High performance skills coaches that have
professional playing / coaching experience

3

Empathic coaching team environment who are
aware of the mental and physical demands of
playing and chasing dreams as they have all
been there themselves

4

Representing a club team whilst overseas (we
are able to facilitate with placement)

5

Gain valuable work experience coaching at one
of Future Stars Cricket Game Development
Hubs(junior coaching camps / clinics)

6

Accommodation, Nutrition and Transport
(available on request)

7

Flexible lengths of High Purpose Academy
engagement from 1week / 6 months duration

Contact David on 0416 411 998 for more information

P14
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HIGH PURPOSE ACADEMY SNAPSHOT
Future Stars High Purpose Academy athletes have access to a range of training facilities and
are supported by a team of passionate and dedicated coaches and consultants that are
experienced professional athletes with years of dedication, experience and expertise within
the worlds cricket environments and are willing to pass on their years of acquired knowledge
and skills that enabled them to succeed and thrive.

Specialist
Skills
Coaches

Sports
Psychologist

Indoor/Outdoor
Training
Facilities

Nutritionist

Health and
Wellbeing
Team

Professional
Boxing Gym
and Coaches

Strength and
Conditioning
Team

Competive
Fixtures

Massage
Therapist

Touring
Opportunities

Contact David on 0416 411 998 for more information

dafuturestars.com
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It takes more than skill to carve a name into history. It takes a combination of aptitude and attitude. Expertise
and grit. Excellence and spirit. A unique combination of the tangible and indefinable that merge to produce
something truly unique. A perfect blend of these attributes made the Paynter name a cricketing legend.
Our Grandfather Eddie Paynter began his working life in the in the cotton mills of
Oswaldtwistle, Lancashire. But within a few years, his name was being chanted in the House
of Lords as news of his Test cricketing genius reached England from across the globe.
It was against Australia in the 'Bodyline Tour' of 1932 when he rose to
prominence. With Australia having the upper hand and Eddie unexpectedly
hospitalised, England was in trouble. When the news reached him, Eddie
discharged himself from hospital, got a taxi to the ground, washed a couple
of aspirin down with a glass of champagne, and proceeded to make his
way to 83 to put his team in a first-innings lead. He returned in the
second innings and hit the winning runs, six off Stan McCabe, one of
Australia's most feared bowlers. From here on in, his name was etched
into the memory of a generation of cricket fans.
Eddie was an incredibly talented cricketer. It is astonishing that
someone who made his First-Class debut at the age of 24 was
able to achieve such heights in the game. He averaged 84.42
from seven Tests against Australia, a feat that no other
Englishman has replicated with a 500-run cut-off.
The Payntr Cricket Shoe is directly inspired by Eddie's
rare attributes. We've created a true hybrid that
amalgamates the key ingredients of success to give
you the ultimate results. By fusing a cricket spike
with a running shoe, the Payntr maximises agility,
power, control and comfort. The outcome is
performance multiplied.
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A REVOLUTION IN CRICKET FOOTWEAR
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The revolutionary new cricket shoe is now available from
Future Stars. A running spike and cricket shoe combined to
provide the ultimate comfort for any cricketer from
grassroots to the international arena. Endorsed by many
international players and endorsed by former England Test
spinner, Graeme Swann.
Former county professional cricketer David Paynter
recognised that fellow cricketers wanted
footwear that combined the dexterity of a
cricket shoe with the comfort of a
running shoe, and from here Payntr
Cricket Shoes were born.
David conducted extensive
research into modern day
sporting footwear and gruelling
testing until he was satisfied
that he had developed the
game-changing boots solution.
Possibly the lightest cricket shoe
ever developed it will revolutionise
players ability to use quick feet when
batting or fielding.

PERFORMANCE MULTIPLIED
A shoe that combines the dexterity of a cricket
shoe with the comfort of a running shoe.
Extensive research into modern day sporting
footwear and gruelling testing until satisfied we
had developed game-changing solution.
We can say with confidence that Payntr is the result
of passion, vision and innovation. The Payntr X, a
revolution in cricket footwear, marks the beginning of
a new cricket brand that will stay ahead of the curve,
producing the ultimate products that push the
boundaries of design and performance.

Payntr Cricket Shoes are available at all
recognised retailers in Australia, United
Kingdom and New Zealand.

www.payntr.com

Free international
shipping on orders
over £350

dafuturestars.com
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The most innovative cricket bag off all time, the DaGears!

Carry or wheel!
Keeps your gear organised!

The ultimate cricket bag!
World first players/coaches/tour tech locker!
Provides instant feed back to player/coach and
much more.. real game changer!
Now there are cricket bags, but none created like
this bad boy! This cricket bag is truly unique, fully
custom designed by cricketers for cricketers.
Revolutionary features and compartments to keep
all your gear and accessories sorted and easy to
access and find! There is nothing like it and you
can be amongst the first to roll out with this fully
functional, super decked out cricket bag!

For more information visit dafuturestars.com.au
P18

Heavy duty wheels,
handle & scrape
protector plate

Lockable
compartments
ideal for travel

Includes 2
detachable
bat carry cases

Wheel or
carry
Tough PVC construction
pockets & compartments
for everything & some!

$275/£165
dafuturestars.com
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UNIQUE
WEARABLE
ART
Edward Faingold has
established a signature
style that reflects passion,
creativity and pride of
craftsmanship.
From the outset, each piece is meticulously crafted and has to
be a conversation piece.
“I see my craft as a form of wearable art, where the maker and
the wearer can express individuality”. From quiet elegance to a
daring statement, you can find something that compliments your
own unique personality.

We do books so you can do business
Our key service is hassle-free and professional financial
management help you can trust and afford
Bookkeeping, bank reconciliations, clearing transaction backlogs
Catching up and tidying your accounts
Preparation for End of Financial Year
Payroll including preparation of Payment Summaries
Examining ways to speed up your data entry and
Preparing your BAS
Business Services
Budgeting
Benchmarking
Business start-up management
Cashflow Forecasting
Capital raising forecasts
Office Administration Duties

Collections feature one of a kind collector's items as well as
reproductions of his most popular designs, creating an
opportunity for an affordable gift of superior quality.
His repertoire varies from commissioned boutique collections for
Bedarra, Lizard and Herron Island Resorts in Australia and Turtle
Island in Fiji, to celebrity clientele such as Susan Sarandon to
passers-by at craft markets seeking a unique memento of their
visit to Australia.
As member of Gold and Silversmiths Guild of Australia (GSGA),
all his work bears his personal makers mark and GSGA mark
insuring authenticity, quality, and historical identification.

Being in business just got a whole lot easier, visit our
website to see how we can help....

diligencebookkeeping.com.au

edwardfaingold.com.au

dafuturestars.com
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Take part in our expert development opportunities
throughout the year!
Take guard and play with our:

Premier Academy
Junior Development Squads
Workshops
Clinics
Hub Summer 20/20 Camps
Club Game Development (Consultancy)
Register today at dafuturestars.com.au/contact-us

ALL ONE BIG HAPPY
FAMILY UNDER
ONE UMBRELLA
A family that plays together stays together and Future Stars
since our very beginning had the objective to create an
unique environment that makes everyone feel welcome and a
part of something unique and very special. From our coaches
to participants, to our supporters, sponsors and partners we
have be able to create an amazing business model.
Being apart of our family has many benefits as we have
highlighted throughout this publication and expressed on our
website. We have created an extraordinary business and
support network to enhance the experience of everyone that
is associated with Future Stars.
Whether you are hitting, bowling or catching the ball for the
first time, a young gun ready to take on the world Future
Stars has the coaching and equipment resources to help you
fulfil your dreams.
The graphic on page 21 illustrates our amazing collection of
resources that have come together under one umbrella to
provide an extraordinary level of expertise, knowledge and
performance.

Future Stars V Felsted School UK 2015 Australian Tour | Venue: Westmeadows CC

Over the last five years we have engaged specialist
international coaches, connected with world renown brand
name cricket equipment and products and use first class
training facilities, all this gives our participants an
exceptional platform to take the game to the highest level.
This approach is what makes Future s Stars different, it is
more than just throw downs, net sessions and training drills.
It is a deliberate, systematic and well structured program
that is designed to suit individual needs, supported by a
team of professional cricket, game development, strength
and conditioning coaches.
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LILYDALE
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Testimonials
you get to work closely with a high
Going out to Australia is always a good experience for young cricketers, but it makes the stay more beneficial when
in Melbourne. Not only technical but
stay
my
throughout
David
quality coach. I was fortunate enough to have worked hard on all aspects of my game with
in which I want to achieve and I felt
standard
the
to
game
the
played
has
who
the mental side of the game too. It always helps to be coached by someone
with David in Melbourne all winter
working
from
went
I
me.
for
model
and
coach
superb
a
that with his experience and knowledge of the game that he was
Hampshire 2013. I can't wait to work
back to the English summer and had one of my better seasons. Making my first, first class century Scoring 221 versus
with him again soon!

Rob Keogh | Northamptonshire CCC - NatWest T20 Blast Winner 2016

I've been lucky enough to have had two seasons in Melbourne playing first grade cricket. Since
first meeting and getting to work with David I scored 1000
runs for Gloucestershire CCC 2Xl 2013 and was awarded my first county contract. After another
winter in Melbourne captaining and playing alongside David
I got to learn massive amounts about both the game and my skills. On returning to the UK in 2014
I started in the 1Xl for Gloucestershire scoring 139 on
debut in the county championship. I'm sure playing and training with David made me look differentl
y at my game and make the necessary strides forwards.
Cheers David

Will Tavare | Gloucestershire CCC

coaching services to anyone from
Having worked closely with Dave personally and during his time at Richmond Cricket Club, I thoroughly recommend his
experience from grassroots to
coaching
and
playing
year
20
Dave's
and
club
our
at
represented
all
were
junior level through to professionals. These players
requirements. Every player
elite level, combined with his extensive qualifications, ensured he was able to relate to a large number of players individual
the sport, creating an
for
passion
looking to move their game forward can benefit from Dave's knowledge of current coaching methods and absolute
enjoyable learning process along the way

Alan Wise | Monash Tigers Head Coach, former Victoria and South Australia first class cricketer

I have worked closely with David on both batting and wicket keeping aspects of my game. His communi
cation, work ethic and willingness to match my
enthusiasm for training and striving to improve was second to none. We worked on some great
stuff in the build up to my season back home and definitely
have seen the benefits over the last couple years. His knowledge of not just the league structure
/county competition in England but also the grade/district
competition in Australia is fantastic, which would benefit anyone wanting to improve their game.
I would highly recommend any cricketer to get into touch
with David. He has helped my game, I'm sure he will have some great input into yours!!!'

John Simpson | Middlesex CCC - County Championship Divis

ion 1 Winner 2016

No matter what level of cricketer you are; a seasoned professional, young gun or facing your first ball ever, the Future Stars Family can help
advance your game to the level you are aiming for. Visit our website to learn more about what we do and view more testimonials.
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We hope you have enjoyed reading our first issue of ALL IN DA FAMILY our next edition
(Spring) is already on the drawing board. If you have any feedback or would like to
contribute or advertise in our magazine please contact us by emailing
allindafamily@futurestars.com.au

The Web Force 5 Group is committed to providing Powerful Online Tools
for businesses that are easy to use and affordable
With more than 10 years’ experience in the online consulting space and
our roots founded within the small business website market, we
understand the frustrations often encountered by businesses as they
attempt to harness the opportunities that the internet presents them.

Responsive Design Websites
Social Media Strategy & Execution
Search Engine Optimisation
Online Quoting Tool Development
The Web Force 5 Group is committed to providing
Powerful Online Tools for businesses that are
easy to use and affordable

webforce5.com.au.

Helping to build Future Stars
Professional Whey specialise in protein powders, we know that Future
Stars need to give their bodies that extra edge to power on during
training sessions and match days. And we know that high quality
protein without any artificials is the best way to do it safely and
naturally. So view our complete protein range online.

professionalwhey.com.au
Future Stars - One on One Coaching
Future Stars One on One Coaching offers cricketers of all
abilities the opportunity to hone particualr skill sets under
the watchful eye of your own performance coach.
Batting | Bowling | Wicket Keeping | Fielding | Strength & Conditioning
Winter Special!
Book 5 x One on One Coaching sessions & will give you a 6th session Free!

dafuturestars.com

